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Introduction
What does it do?

This extension extends the original backend login form and adds a lot of new features also security features like

● forgotten password link (after failed login, always, only for a specified ip-address, ...)
● ip blacklist (datarecords, autoblacklist after a number of failed logins)
● disable user after a number of failed logins
● enable mail notifications for admin
● go to frontend, page id or link after login (for user or usergroup)

Administration

Install from Extension Repository …

Configuration

1. After installing the extension change to the Extension Manager and click the extension name in Loaded Extensions
2. Now read the configuration descriptions and set the parameters you need
## Redirect to Frontend or somewhere else after login

If you want to redirect a user:

- Change to the “User Admin” module in the Admin tools
- Click on the pencil to edit the user
- Change to the tap “extended” and set “go to frontend after login” or “go to ... after login”

If you want to redirect a usergroup:

- Change to the list module
- Click on the top page with the id 0
- Search for the Backend usergroup you want to redirect and click on the pencil to edit
- Change to the tap “extended” and set “go to frontend after login” or “go to ... after login”

## Known problems

None at this time
Changelog

0.0.1 – initial release by Thomas Paul
0.0.2 – some security fixes by Thomas Paul
0.0.3 – manual added by Thomas Paul
0.0.4 – go to frontend, page id or link after login (for user or usergroup) by Thomas Paul
1.0.0 – completely rewritten for TYPO3 4.5.x by Robert Puntigam